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under the "auto" mode option, this switch will merge the selected cards to a single card called "merged", and save it. a new merge option has been added which allows the user to choose "merge" or "auto" mode. under the "auto" mode
option, this switch will merge the selected cards to a single card called "merged", and save it. in the previous update, we introduced the ability to fuse cards to create stronger versions. however, while you can fuse your cards together, you
cant spend flux to fuse cards that you already have in your inventory, except for forge cards. what that means is that if you already have a forge card that you want to fuse, youll have to go back to the forge and purchase another. however,

it does give you the opportunity to fuse all of your forge cards together into a supercard. here are some examples of possible combinations: this update introduces a new ui for forge cards. not only is the ui a lot more streamlined and
intuitive, but it also now includes a handy bar in the top left hand corner of the screen to display the amount of flux needed to purchase an upgrade. weve also added a filter on the forge cards ui to make it easier to browse all of the cards in

your collection. with the release of v0.0.7, weve implemented a couple of new features on the forge card screen. the first is the ability to upgrade any forge card with a forge card or collection. you can upgrade a forge card with another
forge card by selecting the card you want to upgrade, and pressing the green upgrade button. you can upgrade a forge card with a collection by selecting the card you want to upgrade, and pressing the green upgrade button.
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data to rank is the latest and greatest amongst all the web portals! both members and non-members can see who is data to rank the best. customizable display profiles allow members to see
members who are data to rank great rankings. we understand that you want to rank up your players, and that you want to be the best data to rank member on the web. thats where we come in. to

ensure the safest and most reliable rankings, data to rank uses heuristics (algorithms) to help prioritize competitions. in these algorithms, a member who is data to rank #1 on both primary and
secondary ranks is ranked better than a member that ranks #10 on both primary and secondary ranks. you should spend time familiarizing yourself with how to best use this tool. the matrix is the
best and only way to use this information effectively. what does it mean if it says that you are 100th over 40? you will probably want to start with 40 cards and go up from there. learn the theory
and you will really start to hone your gameplay. it's because we're so hard to buy. seriously, you guys are just too expensive. maybe its just because the gods set is the first ever gods unchained
bundle and we're kinda in the honeymoon stage. or maybe its because we want to kickstart the gods unchained ecosystem and get as many people in on the game as we can. whatever it is, we

value you all and our community has been super supportive. to show our gratitude, and hopefully make your life a little easier, the gods unchained team has decided to give away some deals on all
gods unchained cores. so what do you have to do to get one? 5ec8ef588b
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